■Special/ Dry clutch inner kit TYPE-R

GROM / MSX125 / MSX125 SF

It is a clutch unit for Special clutch cover TYPE-R (or Dry clutch cover TYPE-R).
To make engine power transfer without loss, the smaller diameter of clutch outer avoid loss the power (due to oil deliver) and reduce
the rotation mass weight which can make better engine responses. 6 clutch disc, include 5 x combined Kevlar friction disc and 1x judder
friction disc. This make to match the high powered engine, they carry more volume of the clutch capacity and avoid judder when engaged.
New clutch unit can use Wet or Dry types of clutch with one interchangeable design.
To make change from Wet type clutch to Dry type clutch, you also need to change friction disc, however you don’t need to change
friction disc when you back to change Dry clutch to Wet clutch. （※Only when it is not necessary to replace expendable supplies.）
■There are choice from slipper type clutch or conventional non slipper clutch.
Slipper clutch can avoid strong engine brake back torques when shift down.
You can avoid rear tire hopping, aggressive posture and even save engine life.
■Dumper equipped primary driven gear: Dumper rubber can reduce the shock of the engine and gear when engaged clutch.
■Clutch spring : It’s possible to make stable and smooth clutch engaging with durability.
■For details of the product, please refer to "Special clutch kit (or Dry clutch kit) TYPE-R & TAF 5 speed close transmission kit".
※Can not be installed to Genuine clutch cover and Special clutch cover for genuine clutch.
Simultaneous installation of our Special (or Dry) clutch cover TYPE-R is required.
※Require our dedicated TAF 5 speed close ratio transmission kit simultaneously to install Special clutch inner kit TYPE-R.
Can not be installed with genuine transmission.
■TAF 5 speed close rasio transmission kit (Only for Special/ Dry clutch TYPE-R) 02-04-0295
※We recommend purchasing our "Special clutch kit (or dry clutch kit) TYPE-R & TAF 5 speed close transmission kit" when the clutch,
clutch cover, transmission of your vehicle is genuine one.
※When uses our TAF 5 speed close ratio transmission kit, you need to correct speed meter gear ratio.
Please use our optional speed meter gear sensor kit for genuine speedometer.
（Depends on type of caliper bracket you use.）
※To replace the transmission gear, need to disassembly the crankcase. You need to prepare the engine gasket kit (sold separately).
Regarding the top end engine gasket, you need the specified gasket for your engine specification.
※When installing the crankcase, a liquid gasket is required.
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02-02-0083

TAF 5 speed close rasio transmission kit
(Only for Special/ Dry clutch TYPE-R)

Special/ Dry clutch inner kit TYPE-R
GROM（JC61-1000001〜/1300001〜）
MSX125（MLHJC618_D5000001〜）/MSX125SF
with slipper 02-02-0081
without slipper 02-02-0083

If you use our “Special clutch/Dry clutch inner kit TYPE-R” with our current “Special clutch cover for genuine clutch” or
“TAF 5 speed close ratio transmission kit for genuine clutch”, please purchase these necessary parts in below.
※To replace the transmission gear, need to disassembly the crankcase. You need to prepare the engine gasket kit (sold separately).
Regarding the top end engine gasket, you need the specified gasket for your engine specification.
※When installing the crankcase, a liquid gasket is required.
■When use with “Special clutch cover kit for genuine clutch "(02-01-0150)
■Parts list for upgrade to “New TYPE-R Wet/Dry clutch kit” .
①Separator kit 02-02-0125 ※Separator kit needs to use special designed tool.
②TAF 5 speed close rasio transmission kit (Only for Special/ Dry clutch TYPE-R) 02-04-0295
■Changing to the dry clutch TYPE-R need additional clutch cover kit (02-02-0126) with above parts.
※Special clutch cover can use Wet or Dry clutch, however to make better cooling effects we strongly recommend to use dry type clutch cover.
■When use with “TAF 5 speed close ratio transmission kit for genuine clutch”(02-04-0293)
Use this “TAF 5 speed close ratio transmission conversion kit” for use with our new TYPE-R clutch kit.
■TAF 5 speed close ratio transmission conversion kit 02-04-0296
※If the clutch and clutch cover are genuine one, please purchase "Special clutch kit TYPE-R, or the Dry clutch kit TYPE-R.
※If the Special clutch cover kit for genuine clutch (02-01-0150) is installed, please refer to the listed parts for upgrade above.

